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Experiments were conducted on full-scale, non~sway beam-and-
-
-column·subassemblages to study their strength and deformation behavior 
in the inelastic range. These tests also provide an experimen_tal veri-
-
fication of a new procedure that was developed for designing columns 
in braced multi--story frames. Two types of subassemblages were in-
cluded: subassemblages· with columns bent in single curvature and· sub-
assemblages with columns bent in double curvature. All columns were 
-
·braced to prevent lateral and torsional deformations. For each type 
of subassemblage, two tests were performed, the difference being the_ 
slenderness ratio (about the major axis) of the columns, which was 
- . 
chosen to be 35 -in one test and 30 in the other.~ The axial load in · 
the ,colunms varied from about 75 percent to 85 percent of the axial 
. .:. :~. 
: . ; ·- '. . 
,. .. ,. ... 
, 
_ yield load. . - - --- - - - - -- . - - - ---- -- -
. 
The test subassembl.ages wer~_ ~<I.~signed as if they were part of an 
/_,, .. ----- ~ 
actual bui-lding frame. The beams were proportioned for their plasti_c 
• 
• 
mechanism strength, and the columns were so selected tliat they had 
-!tt 
.. 7'''$ 
just~enough capacity to resist ·the maximum moment transmitted from the 
beams. ---------A close examination of the failure·behavior for both the beams 
_____ and columns .was thus possil>i~. 
---'-----:-----,---,------':---:---'---'---
The results show that the load carryipg capacity of subassem- ~ _.- _ 
-
. , 
blages can be closely predicted by the theory upon which the design. 
· -·.-------·------__ -----procedure is based; -- ---------------------------------------- ··- --------------·----·-----·--·--·-·---· ·-·--- ---- \ - ·- -·------·---------~--····-·---··---~--~-· ,. -.. -·. 
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Since 1958 extensive research has been carried out at Lehigh 
University_to d~velop plastic analysis and design methods for multi-
- -
story building frames. This continuing effort has produced ·practical · 
· design methods for both laterally braced and unbraced frames. These 
"' 
methods are now available to practicing engineers1' ·2' 3 and have al~ 
ready been ·,used in d·esigning an eleven-story apartment ·building. 4 In 
the design procedure for braced frames, the beams are selected first 
on the basis of their beam mechanism load. The columns are then pro-
portioned to have sufficient strength to resist the axial force from 
.-
,,. 
· the stories above and the bending moment transmitted from the adjacent 
b 
beams. The frame is assumed to be prevented from sway by an internal 
___ .... ... 
bracing system which is designed to carry all the lateral loads. 
. . 
An important aspect of the design procedure is· the inclusion of 
~!'. . 
· the axial force effect in determining the moment carrying capacity of 
the columns. The presence of axial fora.e caus~s a reduction of the 
. . 
•--------'"-'--'---'_.,. -•• ~ •• - • ·-·-· • ...., • I 
moment capacity in two ways. First, the plastic moment of the cross 
section is reduced -from a full value M to a lesser value M' • Second, 
, p pc \., . . 
, r,,,.. f*'i ,i 
the deflected shape causes an eccent}i~
1
;~~~~'- _2~t~,,~ with the 
'•, --,}/' . . 'l., • - .. , ,_, i . . . . 
axial load, generates an additional moment. This secondary moment 
leads to instability failurer··of the member. For the case of constant . 
.. 
axial thrust and increasing end moment,,. the complete response of a col-
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-2 .. 
curve is a graphical description of the relationship between end mo-
ment and end rotation of a particular column., and it is dependent upon ,, 
the magnitude of the axial force, the slenderness ratio., the yield 
stress of the material., and the residual. s.tress distri'bution. To 
' ~ . ' 
. 
~ properly take into .account the effect of ·instability, the design ' ' • I 
method described above makes direct use of the M-9 cu:rves. Thi·s is 
accomplished by developing appropr_iate "subassemblages", or "limited·· 
frames" for the columns being designed. 
\ 
A subassemblage, for the purpose of this report,. will be defined 
,,,, as a structural system consisting of two or more column segments and 
some of their adjoining beams. Use of the subassemblage concept in 
the design of columns can be explained by reference to the frame shown 
in Fig. 1. ·Illustrated in this figure is the design of 1) three in-
terior columns for a checkerboard gravity loading pattern and 2) thr~e 
exterior columns for full gravity l·oading. · The subassemblage that is 
used in the ~esign of the. interior columns consists of the three col-
. umns under consideration and~ four adjacent beams framing. ~nto the up·- . 
per and low.er joints. Each girder which is loaded by the full fac-
tored gravity load (dead plus live) is to fail by forming a beam --··· 
' . 
' .. ~ .. 
' 
' ' 
- - .... -. _., :· 
mechanism with a plastic hinge at the column f~ce and one at the ·-+-"·-·--,,-.;::. ··-···-· ·--~~ .. -, I ·• ' .. ,.. ' 
. - . r-
_-=,----~-~--. _-.--,_-_ 
.,,,.,,. 
center. A constant moment is therefore applied to each joint. This· 
moment is to be resisted by the columns above and below and also by 
the beam which c·arries only .the factored dead load •. The size of this 
beam is already known at this· stage because in the~design procedure 
· all the beams are usually designed before the columns. To maintain 
-
equilibrium of the joint, the resisting moment provided by the two 
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2 illustrates the" procedure that has been developed for determining 
the total resisting moment of the joint. The procedure involves the 
construction of separate moment-rotation curves for the three members. 
These curves are then added graphically to obtain the combined curve. / 
.. 
The peak of this cu-rve determines the maximum total resisting moment. · i 
·It is readily seen that the· total resisting moment of the whole system 
can still increase even .after one or two of its members have reached -
their maximum moment. 
Previous studies have shown that the columns in interior subassem-
blages are likely to be bent in single curvature if the-two adjacent 
5 beams have about the same length and carry the same load. In design 
calculations, the moment-rotation curves for syrµmetrical single curva-
/.ture bending are often used. To facilitate the design ·process, a set 
--· of M~Q curves covering a wide range of columns has been prepared. 6 
In, the design of the ~xterior columns shown in Fig. 1, the sub-
assemblage will includ_e the three columns and two adjaeent beams. 
.Both beams are now loaded by the full gravity load and ,are ex:pected to-
fail almost simultaneously.· Equal bending moments are therefore trans-
' __-< 
_ _,. 
mitted to both joints, resulting in double curvature bending of tpe--~~- . · 
~. 
'l--. - . ' 
. ----- ~-- -~---"-=---·="'···"'---~---;··-·-·· .. -- .. ·:· .. . ~-- .. .., - -------· --- - ----- ~ ---:,r: . 
columns. At each joint, the applied moment. is resisted only by the 
.... __ · _ __, two columns. Figure 3 shows the procedure for determining the total 
resisting moment of the columns.· Once again, direct use of the moment-
. ) 
rotation curves is made in the procedure., The necessary curves have 
. 6 . 
also been prepared and are available. · 
... 
. . 
The sub·assemblage method of de.sign described above ·was developed 
.. 
] 
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Conceptually, the method is applicable to b·oth laterally 
-4· 
braced and unbraced columnso For columns havi11g lateral bracing per-
pendicular to the plane of _bending, the moment-rotation curves to be 
. . . 
used are those wh-ich consi·der only in-plane bending effect. For un-
. b_raced columns, the influence of lateral-torsional buckling should be 
included in the construction of the M-Q curv.es. The latter case is 
' 
being investigated in a separate study. 
. . 
The purpose. of this investigation is to study the response of in-
terior and exterior subassemblages and to provide experimental con-
finnation of the design concept for the case involving only braced 
columns. .. ..... -
-·. 
1.1 Previous Research .. ·'•: 
The plastic behavior of beams-has been investigated extensively 
. in the past and is well understood. A summary of the .prev~ous results 
7 
,. ha$ been prepared by Lay. A recent study by Lay and Smith has shown 






- - - ---·· --- ··-----~----- ·-· --------··----~--------. - -~---------------· 
at th~ support may exceed the·plastic moment of the section by- 10 to 
,' 8 15 percent. . This. is due to the strain-hardening effect occurring in 
. 
~- ~-:- -~·- -·-- -·· -·:t·he-:. presence of high .. -shear· forces. A.~·similar .. increase may occur _in --- -~,----- --
.. ' 
·the beams of a multi-story frame. · Due to this increase, the maximum 
• !' ' • 
moment applied to each joint in a subassemblage may be increased. 
· Therefore, the members in the subassemblage should be designed to 
1)" . 
'"- ./' 
sist the increased moment. Tentative des~n provisiOlls have been 
. .. 5 
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,, Extensive research on individual beam-columns has been conducted •. 
' 
' ' 9 ' To mention a few, there was the pioneering work by von Karman which 
was followed 
Galambos and 
10 11 12 13 by Westergaard and Osgood, Chwalla, Jezek, Horne, 
14 15 Ketter, and Ketter. A fairly complete account of 
' <';. ••• 
their work can be found in Refs. 16 and 17. Most of these investiga-
tions dealt with synnnetrical single curvature and one end moment cases. 
· Synnnetrical double curvature columns were studied to some extent by 
Ketter. 15 He pointed out that-for relatively slender columns sub-
je~ted to -hi~~axial forces, there was the possibility that the column 
-could unwind, or slip into an asynnnetrical configuration. __ 
p 
· 18 On the experimental side, work was conducted by Chwalla, 
Johnston and Cheney, 19 Campus and Massonnet, 20 Mason, Fisher, and 
21 
- 22 Winter~ and Van Kuren and Galambos. With the exception of a few 
tests reported by Campus and Massonnet and by Van Kuren an.d Galambos, 
·most:of these tests were run on columns bent in single curvature. 
Research on restrained beam-columns using the column deflection 
-~. 





1 d b . · 1 d 24 H 13 Ell. 25 0. 1 26 0. ·1 d owe y BiJ aar, - orne, is, Ja vo, . Ja vo an 
- 27 28 Fukumoto, - and Lay. · Experiments on restrained b·eam-columns were 
\ . ' - ' 
···· ··· · ····conducted by Bij laard, Fisher and Wint·er, 29 _Lay and Ga.,lambos, 30 . and 
31 
' ..• -- .• · -- _;.,..,~~----,,, .;.., ._ .. __ _ 
Carpenter. All of these experiments had columns bent in single cur-
vature, and with the exception of one test by Lay and Galambos, all 
these were conducted with .. relatively low axi:al load (less than 60 per-
' .. 
cent of the axial yield __ load of the column section, P ) • A complete y 
summary of the theory behi~d the CDC approach can be found in R~f. 32 •.. · 















Levi, Driscoll, and Lu have developed a more general approach 
' . 
which can be applied to analyze restrained columns tifith and without 
. 33 34 
·· .. , sway, with variable end moments, and with variable end restraints. ' 
. . 
Research on non-sway subassemblages is not very complete. A sub-
assemblage in this sense is a unit where bending moment is transmitted 
to the column segment by means of loads applied through the beams. A 
- , 
. . . 
few such subassemblages have been tested by ~aker, Roderick, Horne, 
- ....... 
and Heyman 8t Cambridge University, 35 , 36 but these were tested by ap-
plying a small beam load first and then increasing the column load un-
til failure occurred. These tests are sunmarized in Ref. 36 • 
. Recently Gent conducted a series of similar subassemblage exp~ri-
37 , 
ments at Imperial College, but he too applied moment through beams 
and then increased the column load until failure occurred. 
. . 
All of these studies involved only ·observatiog..._of the behavior of 
single beam-columns. Although some were bent in double curvature, 
most of the tests were conducted on single curvature specimens. Thus 
- '1 
it is important to observe how two columns, above and below'a floor 
·-·-··- ---·--· --------.----- - _ .. ,•----··--··-·-··· 
, 
girder, ·will share an applied moment. What is even more lacking is 
information on how two columns bent in double curvature will share an 
, 
......... ::.:___.:::__ ____ ... 
.. - - • .., _-_::;.._ ___ -:.:_~- _-::__ - --- _._. _ _.,. t -~-·-·· - ... _, _____ . ----·····-·- ......... __ v~---' _ .... ·:· ' " 




· 1.2 · Objectives and Scope of the Investigation • ,· '<-. 
· The experimental investigation rep.orted herein ·was planned to 












1. To provide experimental confirmation of the column design 
' ' ' 
,1 ...... procedures discussed above .• 
,1, ; 
··2 •. ·To study the behavior of single and double curvature columns 
- -under high axial load and to detennine whether unwinding is 
a possibility in columns bent in double curvature--all with 
... 
moment applied to the columns through loaded beams. 
1· 
/. 
·l 3. To study the manner in which two columns, above and below a 
-- _,--- ~--------
jpint, share the applied moment. 
.. .: ... 
_ .. 
' 
With these objectives in mind, four subassemblages were chosen 
for testing: two with the columns bent in single curvature (interi·or 
subassemblage), and two with columns bent in double curvature (exte-
rio.r subassemblage). Figure 4. ~hows the configuration of the two 
types of subassemblages involved. 
" '\ 
The subassemblages shown in Fi.g. _ 4 are· .different from the ones ~ 
-- ~- •· ···-· . - . ·- ----..-. - - -- -- --- . 
shown in Fig. 1 in that the restraining beams have been removed in··· the 
single curvatur~ specimen and that the en~. restraints. a:~e considerably 
' . -~ 
------------- - ------ . ~~-· ·--·------·-··-· ··- -------- - -- .. 
- -· -------- --- - - --- ---- - ···--- - ··--- .. 
- - - . 
' 
'. ·simplified. Since the collective· resistance of a beam and a column 
. has been studied in some depth in the previous inves.tigation on re-
~=~~·"""-·~--.. -- strained -column,s, JO and the main purpose o:f this research is to study 
. . 
. -~ 
. - ,.r 
the manner in which two columns will collectively resist an applied 
J. 
moment, it was decided to leave out the two restraining beams in the 
.... s·ingle curvature sp.~cimens • 
-.. ~ ~ .. -,_ 
. ! .• " 
-Attached to the free end of each member of the subassemb.lages in 
- I 
· .'Fig. 4 should be a spring th~t would represent the rotatiqnal re-
f (... -
I ' ,,.. ;, 
'• .... t.•\ ~,, • .'.-: .--
···, -~/ ... '(/ ···1 
straint offered by all of the 'extrane·ous members that have been 
' ~ ' 'J ~"·' 
' .. ' 
-
"\....,•-#____ .. ,_ .. _ .. ~
.'t.' 
~- -, __ ,',_ ~ ~_:};·"' .. _·.:_•'1;':-/\.::\i;,,,·._._·i° __ ,)_'~-•·.',,,·.-:-~·,'-<.::--~•;.;-H-,;,,,.·-:"'7f>;-.~-.. \._ .... · .... _..:,;-~-•-~ ·- • , ,,- .. ·;- f. 
. . .. .. 
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-
. t't ___ t"· 
J 
,, -8 
· r·emoved. Obviously, it would be quite difficult to represent these ... 
springs in a well-controlled test and even more difficult to dete.rmine 
their theoretical behavior. 1'herefore, pinned supports were chosen 




As shown in Fig. 3· the columns in the exterior subass.emblages are 
~sually bent in double curvature with the point of inflection near 
their midheight. The structural action of a double curvature column 
can therefore be represented approximately by a column with .half of 
the actual height and with its far end pinned •. This is done for the 
upper and lower columns· of fhe two exterior subassemblages. 
., . - \ ~-1.-· 
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. 2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
2.1 Procedure-for Designing Specimens -
The first criterion for the design a~ th~ test suba~semblages was 
' that all columns should withstand an.applied axial load of 80 to 90 
percent of the axial yield load at failure (as per Objective No. 2). 
The second criterion considered was that the slenderness ratios of the 
columns should· be in the range commonly encountered in multi-story 
frame design. Since these experiments dealt only with subassemblages 
having laterally braced columns, the governing slenderness ratio was 
·~ 
that about the major axis (h/r ) • The selection of the co-lumn size 
X 
was further influenced by the maximum height (about 35 ft.) of a com-
pression member that could be-placed in the testing machine. With 
. -these considerations in mind, an 8WF67 section was selected fo~ a11 · 
the columns. Th.e actual lengths adopted for the columns are ·given in 
Art. 2.2. 
. 
~~-··.· .. - ·-= ...... _______ . ____ 91-1:~e_ tile col1.1~ ---~~~-t~on . lt7.c1-~--~~~~~~~d, -. the · t:1.~~-- -~ t._~~ wa~..c· to_ chQQ~e. 
the beam members. These wer~ chosen on the basis that they not be 
longer than 20 ft. and that~~hey be representative of the configura~ · 
, 
tion in practical frames. A span length of 20 ft. was chosen for the 
'. ' 
. •, '· i'' 
. ~I- - ' 
',-~:r ,,· -·--· 
.e 
''. . 
---·· · --------··:·-----·:-----:-------~----------upper beam and 15 ft. -for the lower beam in -the s-ingle -curvature spec---------~:--·--.·. ~-_:-~ 
imense A 20 ft. span was selected for both beams in the· double curva-
'''\' 










.- .... - ' 
After the column height had been determined, its section selected, 
' 
and the beam lengths set, it was only necessary to determine the 
proper sections for the beams o The requirement at this point ~1as that 
the bending moments applied by the beams when a mechanism fonned 
• 
should cause simultaneous failure of the upper and lowei joints. Us- ·· 
' ing a yield stress of 36 ks,i and handbook values for section proper- . 
., 
ties, two trial members were chosen. Then the axial force (or, more 
corivenient~y, the axial force ratio, P/P) in each of the three col-y 
UIQI1S could be determined based upon· 0.8 P applied on the top column y 
and the shears from the upper and lower beams which increased this 
ratio inJeach of the lower columns. Corresponding to the proper P/P, y 
- h/r, and end moment ratios, M and the M-9 curves were determined 
X . pc 
from Ref. 6. This procedure was continued until the combination of 
the two trial beams was such that both joint, woul~ fail.simultan-
/ 
eously when the beam moments were applied. The beam moments which 
. . 
were considered were assumed to be acting at the centerline of the 
' 
column. Since a pl~stic hinge would ac-tually develop at the face of 
·· · --the column when a beam mech·anism formed, a moment equal to· Mp· plus the 
.· ef feet of shear ( shear force times half the depth of the column, 
Vd /2) would be applied to the centerline of the column. As mentioned 
. C 





'in .Art. 1.1, the. maximu~ moment .near the column face is likely to ex-...... .. -~··~-·-·~~'--'--"-·· 
' --·· 
ceed the plastic moment because of the effect of strain-hardening. To 
account for this effect, Ref. 5 recommends that an increase of 10 per-
cent of the plastic moment be included in the design. Accordingly,' 
I ' (<. 
the criterion for balanced design. for single curvature subassembla-ges 
was 
M. = 1. 10 M + v_dc 
. 'J p 2 
.. ; ., .·4, 
' ' 







j. __ ./ 
i' 







~ ": ' 
,· 
,. '\ ? ,' ,' 
\ 
. ---- -·---·,· ~ '" ... !,ti~' -- . -·---· ··--"'··~----~ - -
and that for double curvature subassemblages was 
de 
M. = M + V_ 




· Although· -the order in which the members were chosen is reversed 
-
·. from a normal design procedure, the finished product was --a well- .-- . 
controlled specimen that would simulate a portion of an actual frame. 
2.2 - Test Specimens and Preliminary Design Data 
.Four subassemblages were chosen for the investigation--two with 
.-columns bent in single curvature and two in double curvature ( Fig. 4). 
The only variable between the two single curvature tests is the h/r 
X 
ratio·. The first test, SC-1, had three columns, each with an h/r - ra-
~ X 
• tio of 35; the second test, SC-2, had three columns, each with an h/r 
X 
ratio of 30. The three columns of each test were of equal length--for 
SC-1, h = 10.8 ft. and for SC-2, h = 9.3 f~,. The upper beam was on 
' . 
the west side of the column and was 20 ft. long for both tests. The 
-
· --------·~--.--_~--__,_~---- lower beam was on the east side of the column· and was 15 ft. long for 
... - both tests. Figure 5 gives th~ dimensions and sizes of all the mem-
.. 
bers of the two test subassemblages. Also given in Fig. 5 are the 





•• 1 L- - • •-• -;- -· -'••- " 
. _ _ _ -design data for the subassemblages. ·The ax_!.al load on the column ~c:l __ -:.. -~~----"'--
.. --· ···-----------......,_ ..... ,.-.----. ____ ........, -~- .......... --· .. , . . . . -, 
. . ,.\ ·. 
. I 
. 
; the· loads which would produce a mechanism in the beams are listed • 
. The mechanism cons_isted of a plastic hinge near the face of the column 
and a second hinge at the farther load point from the column. The 
(when strain-hardening is considered and when it is not) are shown. 
·Finally, the ultimate moment that the two columns of each joint can re-'--
sist can be compared to the maximum moment applied to the joint 
.,. - .':. ', I 
.; . I , 
. ' 




l~ ~,~. ·. 
I 
I 









(including strain-hardening) to show that the designs are actually 
balanced. All the values listed were calculated.from an assumed yield 
stress of 36 ksi and handbook cross-sectional properties. 
·-·--· __ ,_.--
The'.;J'variable between the first and second double curvatur·e test 
_.is also -t~e h/rx ratio\-. The first test, DC-1, had three columns, two 
with an h/rx ratio oy11.s, and the middle column with an h/rx ratio . 
of 35. The second test, DC-2, had an upper and lower column-·with-,:--lilr ~- · 
.· X. 
·----·• .. '•" . ·; --,,~ 
t .~ 
~-- -- · of 15 and the middle of 30. For .Test DC-1, the col-----~---~-~~-
. <- ' .... 
.. 
,. 
umn lengths· were 5.4 ft., 10.8 ft., and 5.4 ft. for the upper, middle, 
. - . 
and lower c·olumns respectively. For Test DC-2, the column lengths · 
·were 4.6 ft., 9.3 ft., and 4.6 ft. for the upper, middle, and lower 
columns respectively. The upper and lower beams were both on the west 
' 
side of the column and were both 20 ft. long. Figure 6 gives the di-
1mensions and sizes of all the memb.ers of the two double curvature sub-
I ...._ __ ,,• ' 
assemblag~s. As in Fig. 5 the axi~l load on the column, the theoret-
ical plastic load, the plastic moment of each beam, and the moments 
,f"' ·. -
- -··· - - .. · .. ' __,_, ... _ '---- ' ·--, - transmitted to both joints. are listed. The moment transmitted to the 
.... 
joints,.when strain-hardening is considered has been included for com-
parison purposes only. It was not used in the -design of the subassem.-
blages. The ultimate moment can again be compar'ed to the maximum mo-
- '-·----- -·-··---·- . ... . ----~ ·-·-·- ··'·. --· ...... 
- •• 1 ... ' • 
. ment applied to e·ach joint to show that ~he designs. are actually . 
balanced. All the values lis·ted were based on a yield st~ess of 36 
ksi and handbook cross-sectional properties. 
I . 
',•1•,, . 
. -·-· -·---·-·---·-~-----·- --
' I 
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' : / 
... -}--. 2.3 Specimen Details 
f. 
The column in each test specimen was of one \length throughout. 
Plates 1-1/4 in.· thick were welded to the two ends of each subassem-
-blage ·-and then were milled to remove any unevenness. These plates 
were drilled so that the ends could be bolted to the test fixtures. 
' Milling was considered necessary to make alignment much easier. The 
method used to align the columns will be discussed in Chapter 3. 
-- - A typical beam-to-column connection is shown in Fig. -, I a. The two 
horizontal stiffners are the same thicknesa as the flanges of the beam, 
and the diagonal has·been included and made much thicker than was nee-
, 
essary. The only crit~rion for the design of the stiffners was that 
no failure should occur in the connect-ion. 
· ·
1 
· There were only two types of special details which were necessary . 
on the beams: one,· a hole for the pin support at one end; and two, 
. ' 
pins through the web to transmit the loads. Before the hole was 
drilled in the end of each beam, a s-·112 in. x 1 in. x 5-1/2 in. -plate 
from the end of the beam. Then a 2-1/2- in_. hole wa];-- drilled perpen-
dicular to the web, thus allowi~g a 2-1/4 in. pin to be used as the 
. .., ,,·, ' 
. . 




....... , .. 
- • ··- ..,_r - -- •·.·-,·--•-;-- •-••..-,.,•••· ·-,· •• • •' -
. -- -· ··~-----.··,- s: ··-----~~- --~-·---·---~·-·---·--· 
' ,. \ 
' 
end support~ 
The detail for a typical load point i's shown in Fig. 7b. Two 
load points were located at the quarter points of each be,qm. The 
-------------~·-·----·---·- - -·· 
1-1/2 in. x·10 in. pins were welded in holes in the web of each beam 
at the proper locations and perpendicular to the web. Then vertical 
. 
.. , ...... _ ... 
stiffners were welded from the pin to the flange. This arrangement 
. ' ... ' .... 
• . ' "! 
. ,,:.:., , ..... ,... , 
- ::_-.=-_.~--==~~J-.:£::::1g2d1:"~( ;:·.,:,·,~:::2~~? . .c·:;;/~ ~-p~,:;:15m~:,:;~,-J~!f"..'.:."·/.~~i-~-.'i~'.'F"<~~:~:'::1T,.~~;tli·~-;-~:;_";_";~L~.~'!"~-:,~'--··--~-'-- ·., ---"-'- _!__ L A ~~·-c-,._,-, .. ...,, ----- · --~--- · -· ····-- ... 




allowed the load to act at the· centerline 
fewer local effect·s. 
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of the beam and. 
-.. 
,. . 



























3. TEST SETUP AND PROCEDURE 
. . 
~3.1 General Description of Test Setup 
The four tests were conducted on-the static test·floor ·with the 
column set up in a 5,000,000 lb. capacity hydraulic testing machine. 
The column was placed at the centerline of the machine, and the beams 
were welded to the ccilumn at pne end and atta~hed to a supporting 
tower at the other. For the single. curvature tests, the upper beani' 
-
was welded to the west flange of the column and the lower beam to the 
• 
east flange. Figure ·8 gives a schematic view of the setup for single 
curvature tests, and Fig. 9 shows a photograph taken during one of the 
. . 
tests·. For the ·double curvature tests, both beams were welded to the 
west flange of the column. Overall views of the setup for testing 
double curvature. subassemblages_are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. 
.. ... ---·- - --· - -
. . 
. 
- .. ··- -··· --· ··---···-·--·----·------··--·--··----·-····--·-·-·· ··-···-··-·-----· --·---.. ---· ····-·-····. 
l • 























.. -.. -· -··-·-··-·-·--------------.. 
tests (both beams rested on rollers attached to the· same tower), ·but . . 
' 
-~,, ,~r,- · tWo supporting towers were required for the single·curvature test •... · ..... --···" ·-·-·· 
Each supporting tower was bolted to a 5 ft. x 6 ft. x 2 in. base plate 
that was drilled for the hole pattern in the static test floor and 
drilled· and tapped to accept the tower base plate and the gravity load 
0 , .. 
-. ·------- ---- -----------· ------- -simulators which were used- to-apply beam loads. A companion plate ·····-·-------- '•' .. ' . -- . ' 
-
.5 ft. x 1 ft. x 2 in.- was used to ·support_ the other ends of the grav-
ity load simulators. The· large base plate was fabricated so that the 
--- '·- ····--·-··--·--·--·,-··---·-·--·-··----
i. 
' . . ·. -~' ~ 
, . 
' ' . 
. ",,: 
r,·, ,-
• -.-. C • - -·--•~ •• ,....,.,_,.,-,.-.,~.,'.\.- .. - • ·:;•,• •·•• ,- -•-, "r.-.c-.--•,·.- ,--,. - , ____ ",,-. ------•-·---·•- :~ , 
::::J----:: ..... _- -_ 
-~~.Jr~ 
I 
~·=· . ··=-n: r- --- -
-
, .. - : . ,-. - ~. _._ ·-' .... 
---- -- -·- ...... __ -_;: --·- - --= - ----· ~-
:·\ ... 
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towers could be positioned for beam.lengths of_t·s· ft., 17 ft~, 18·ft., 
and 20 ft. 
In addition, ·the towers were sized to accommodate subassemblages 
:with either two or four beams attached, and were drilled along the_ir 
length to fasten the beam enq fixtures at any height desired UP, to a 
-
· combin~d height of 35 ft. (the maximum length of column which could be 
placed in the machine). <l 
For the first single curvature test, a special end fixture·_ .was 
,1 
fabricated to pin the end of the beams at the supporting tower. The 
re:· 
beams for all tests were fabricated"to fit the pin~end condition •. 
During the first test, as the beams began to fail (near the end of the-
.test), tension was developed in the beams. This force tended to pull 
-the test column qut of alignment. To minimize_ this effect, the pin. 
was replaced by a roller support, and a pin-end link assembly was pro-
. 
vided at each story lev 1 to restrain the columns. The original end 
fixture was repositioned to acconnnodate the roller support. The de-
---------
·-··-··- c- - tails of the roller support· are· shown in Fig. -12. The link assembly 
. ' 










one end to a fixture attached on the t.est column and was similarly 









_ing columns of the testing machine. All of the pins, holes ,_,-/and fix-l-
" 
t~res were machined to very close tolerances in order to remove play 
in the assembly. The turnbuckle permitted adjustments to be made be-
fore the test liegan, after which time no adjUf,tments were made. 
,,. 
"'··\ 
Defonnations of the column out of the plane of bending were pre-
vented-by special bracing systems designed based on the Watt's linkage 
. - - . : - -~ _·_ - ~----· ::, ...... -~---.-..:...:=;..:·r .. : .... ,.:- ·::-:..-.;.. . -·, .. _---_:,_ .... -.. ~~r •;.... ·- ~ .. ·---- . . . ' 
-·' 
' I 






- - ----- - -
~ -n--.._ .- -~ . ·------ - --~-· - ~ -..... . --- -
--··· I.. -




concept. the bracing systems prevented lateral and torsional move-
ment.but did not offer any restraint to in-plane deformation. The 
braces were attached to a 6 in. beam which was b_olted to the support-
ing columns of the testing machine. The details of the braciµg system 
- l 
can be seen from the photograph of Fig. 14. In the single curvature 
subassemblages, five braces were used, two at the story. levels and 
three at the midheights of the columns. Three braces were used in the 
double curvature tests,- two at the story levels and one at the center . 
of the middle column. The use of a midheight brace resulted in a 
bracing spacing of 30.6 r for SC-1 and DC-1 and 26.3 r for SC-2 and 
- y y 
DC-2, where r is the radius of gyration about the minor axis of the y 
column. These bracing spacings had been found adequate to enforce in-
1 d f . . . d. 5, 22 pane e ormation in previous stu ies. 
Lateral movement of the beams was prevented by knife edges that 
· fitted snugly on both sides (see Fig. 15). The fixtures were bolted 
· -- ·,··~,-"c--·.,.=---A . .-,...- >7,--< ..,.......,, •. -r..-.•· ..-,•--,·•·- ,. •• 
' .... -.,, ... -~-,-~- ----.-- .. -··----
to a 10 in. X 10 in. X 3/8 in. b-OX beam which was positioned above the 
test beam. The box beam was in turn bolted to a fixture on the sup-
-~ ____ ___,por~ing. __ tower ___ on __ one ___ end __ a~~ _.CJn .. t~ca .. o~lt~r en~ -~~ channels bolted to 
• • 





- ~ --·-·- ·---··- ·_. ···I-"" ,..;: ... ___ - -·:~- .. _ -· -
...... ' . 
braces was detenilined from the formulas developed in Refs. 39 and 40 
. --------·----, ..... -. ··---- ·"'-,,·~----=--
and reconnnended for use in plastic design. 
Since the ends of the columns were assumed pinned, standard·pin-
end fixtures, which always assured that the center of rotation would 
__ --·--·-·--------------------·---·-·-·· lie at the base of the column, were ·used. In the single curvature 
• 
tests, one fixture was bolted to the crosshead of the testing mac~ine, · 
































· the ·fixture and floor was necessary to resist th·e shearing fore es~--. · In 
.. 
the double curvature test, the same two fixtures were used, but the · · 
bottom fixture was pl.aced upon a 4 ft. high test pedestal in order ~o 
' provide sufficient clearance for. the gravity· load simulator. 
3.2 Load Application· 
., __ 
........ . . ~ ---
. . .;;,.. 
• ' .,. -•1 
Column· loads were_ applied directly by_,,.the testing machine. The •· . ...,-1 ., I 
·-,..._.. __ 
\ .... , 
column had been placed at th~ intersection of both centerlines in the· 
machine between the movable crosshead and the test f.loor, so as to ap-
ply a concentrical compressive load on the column. ~., ' .... i...~1. '!> 
. 
Beam loads were appDied at the quarter points by using a spreader ~ 
beam attached to a gravity load simulator. Provided that the bases of 
-
the simulator were horizontal, a load would always be applied verti~ 
cally, regar~less of any lat~ral movement· or initial lateral displace-
. - ' ~ ...__ ·- ..... _ _,.,.. ____ _,___ --- ' .. ··-
' ment. The jack in the simulator was hydraulic and could apply a max-
imum load of 80 kips. The details of the simulators are described in 
Ref. 38. 
. !~:·---,di. - .. ------ --- -- - -- ---··· ---- -- . --·------·~-- --~---·~-
I 
---------~Th_e_sing.le__cu;vature suhassemb_lages _ _r_equireLonly one-~s~imu-la.tor.---~~--
.. 
" 
+- - ·--··- \·--··--· -------·- ---·-
: - - ... --·- ·-··-------~------~-: 
f or each beam. E·ach simulator was bolted at one end to the large sup-
porting tower base plate and at the- othe~ end to the smaller companion 
. 
plate. A 1-1/2 in. diameter ·rod was pinned to the· jack arm at the bot-
tom and to the adjustable spreader beam at the top (see Fig. 8). The 
adjustable spreader beam was capable of applying quarter point loading 
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The double curvature subassemblages required a special arrange-
; ment ''to load the upper beam, since the two beams were on the s·ame side 
· and one above the pther. The lower beam was loaded by the same me'thod ··· 
as was used in the single curvature subassemblages. On both sides of 
the· simulator that applied l_oads to ·the lower beam., two a:dditional 
..... , .. ~-. . 
simulators were bolted to the base· plates. One and one-half in. rods 
led from these two simulators, up past the lower beam and to an auxil-
iary spreader beam.~ This auxiliary spreader beam was welded to the 
top of the adjustable spreader beam and perpendicular to it. Thus the 
two outside simulators both loaded the adjustable spreader beam which 
applied quarter point loading to the upper beam (see Fig. 10) • 
· 3.3 Instrumentation 
1. 
Strains in the beams and columns were measured by SR-4 resistance 
strain g'ages. At each section these gages were placed on all four 
flange tips. With gages located in this manner, the axial ~oad and 
moment at the section at any particular time could be determined. 
------·· ·--·· ...... - ·-·----·-· - •... - ... ·- .. .. . . .. . ... - . ··--· ···------····-··· . . ... . . .. 
·Five sec~ions were gaged OI?, each beam for all four tests. For the 
· sing.le curvature tests., tlilrteen sections were· strain gaged on the -
\ - ' 
·~ 
.. ·- .. ~ ~ -· 
·column and at fourteen locations for the double curvature tests. --------~-· __ · ---~-. 
- . --- ·-·· -·-······--··.: ___ .---··--·---
, 
..... ·-·- ---------·-··-··--·~-----~---.-----·--· ;, - .. 
. . ' 
\' 
' 
· The strain gage readings we,re punched directly onto computer. 
cards through the B & F data. aquisition system. For the single curva-
.1 
ture tests, ninety-two channels were used for strain gages and __ eight 
- ----------------------· 
for electrical rotation gages. For the double curvature tests, ninety- ' . ' ',• 
.. . ' ~ '~ 
.. 
six channels were q_~ed for strain gages and eight 'for electrical rota-
/"· 
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/ 
data at the rate of thir_ty channels per minute, thus requiring a total 
time of about three minutes p~r load increment. 
Rotation at four locations was measured two ways. First, a me-
----
chanical level bar was set up at the top of th!r upper c~~ at the 
upper joint, at the lower joint, and at the bottom of the {ower column 
(see Fig. 16a). Second, electrical rotation gages were placed at the 
top and bottom of each column as -well as at each joint, where there 
were three gages: one above the joint, one below, and one on the beam 
' at a distanc·e equal to the depth of the beam away from the face of the 
' . 
column. The arrangement of electrica1. rotation.gages at a joint is. 
shown in Fig. ·16b. 
The deflection of all the members was measured in each test. 
Readings were taken on the column at each strain gage location and on 
- the beams at the west load point, centerline, east load point, and 
, 
' r _; ' ) 
column flange. The column displacements were measured by a linearly ..
varying potentiometer which was conneceed to the column at the p:roper -
locations with a wire (Fig~ 16c). When the column deflected, the wire---
--would change the pointer on the p·otentiometer, . thus changing the volt-
age which could· be calibrated directly into inch~s. The beam deflec-... 
, .. , .. 
. . 
tions· were measured through a Kern level which was sighted on a scale 
glued to the beams at the proper locations. Displacements were thus 
measured directly from the scales. 
Beam loads were measured by two methods. First, the jack load 
could be calculated from the pressure in the hydraulic systemo Second, 
dynamometers were used as the connecting link between the adjustable 
,, I 
. 
~ . ;,. 
. .; ... 
• , I, 
-, •• - •• -,N .•,,,,"'• -· '' ~ - --•~ 0• ' • ' ' • 
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V . ,J 
'1 r~ ,.,,... 
' 
spreader beam and· the test beam. f .. · Thu·s, a dynantometer reading was 
taken at each lqa.d increment which could be converted directly to load. 
3. 4 ·, Test Procedure 
-.------.. . Erection of Test Specimens. Each subassemblage was shipped in 
' 
three pieces: column and- two beams. Thus, field weldin,g was required · 
after the· specimen was .. fully assembled in the . testing machine. The 
;, .... 
column was aligned with a transit to assure that it was plumb and in 
the center of the machine. The beams were aligned with a transit and 
a carpenter's level tq assure that they were parallel to·the web of 
• .... H 
the column, in the center of the column, and horizontal. 
After all members had been positioned, all bracing attached, and 
I' 
the members clamped together, the strain gages were wired and con-
·'>. nected to the B & F unit. Readings were taken iIIUllediately before 
welding, at intervals_ during welding, and after, all the welds had 
cooled. These readin·gs permitted an evalua~ion of the welding 
' 
. ~~ -·-----,---· 
. ' '---·· ~- _ . .,._._. --'-----=-- •-, ~ ----- . 
-~ ~ ~ -··-- -· .. -~·--- ~ ... ' 
-- stresses present in° the test specimens, which were_ then converted to · 
. . . -·-------···- ----------------- ------
,. 
bendi~g moments .for later use.-. Figure 17 shows the residual moment 
distributions for Subassemblages SC-2 and DC-2. In SC-2 the maximum 
. . .. ' '' ' . .. '·, . ) 
. ·-·-"··~--'- ·---~-~----------... ·-· ' ·---· . ( '-
'· · · · . values were 15.r-S kip-in. and 18.4 kip-in. in ~he u·pper and lower beams 
.,., ' 
l • • ! 
... '.. , ... 
respectively, and 16.7 kip-in. in the middle column: These moments 
represent approximately 3 percent, 4 percent, and 0.8 percent of the 
M values of the members. p 
.......... , 
(For the column, the maximum moment is 
equivalent to 4 percent of the M value for an axial load of o·.a P • ) pc y 
The residual moments in DC-2 were considerably higher with a maximum 


























middle coluriino Fortunately, the center portion of the column was sub-
jected to relatively low bending moment during the test and did not 
yield extensively. 
- . 
· Alignment.. After we_lding was _completed·, it was .necessary to · . I 
· align. the column under load. The procedure used is similar to the one 
41 
. used in testing centrally loaded columns. Column strain gage rea~-. 
-
ings were taken first at zero load and then agai~ at a load approxi-
.. mately equal to 1/3 P • ~nit_ially, the resul~ting differences would y 
show a load that -was being eccentrically. Adjustments were 
i 
made, and·· the process continued until the strain gages showed that. an 
axial load was being ~pplied. The criterion for acceptance was a 5 
percent difference among ther1our strain gages at every location in 
the column. 
Test. Each test was completed in approximately ten hours. First, 
<-
column load was applied in ten increments until the chosen percentage 
o·f P was reached. y This initial loading was conducted with no load on 
-the beams. Readings of the strain gages, rotations, and the beam and 
\ 
column deflections were taken at each increment. Second, proportional 
loading was applied to both beams in fifteen increments and readings 
. 
····,-·-"·-------· -·-·-·-····: were taken at each increment. Loading progressed until failure oc-
. . 
curred. If, at this. point, the beams had failed, additional axial 
load was applied to the c,olumn while maintaining the f~ilure loads on 
the beams. In this way, the reserve strength of the column could be 
.. 
. ~ ..... ,. ... ,,,.j 
. ' 
. . 
found, although theoretically, balanced design requires that failure · · ,., ... · 
... - ' 
. ........ 
occur in the beam and columns simultaneously. It was hoped that the 
· ,. 
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--'------and-e-v-en- .retain __ some · reser_v_e__s_t_r_ength •. __ Test i_p.g __ pro~_~du.re differed 
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4. MECHANICAL AND CROSS-SECTIONAL PROPERTIES 
' I\), 
\. 
ASTM A36 steel was used for all four subassemblages. In order to 
minimize the ·differences in mechanical properties, all steel was or~ 
dered rolled from the same hea11t and ingot a-s much as was practical. ~ 
The steel delivered was actually rolled from five heats {one heat for.· 
each size of section ordered). All members were gag straightened - · 
, .. 
where necessary. Four types of tests and measurements were performed 
to determine the mechanical and cross-sectional properties: tension 
tests, cross-sectional measurements, stub colunm tests, and residual 
stress measurements. 
;_--~ ......... . 
4.1 Tension Tests 
A summary of the data obtained from the tension tes-~s is given in 
Table 1. Static yield stress, ultimate stress, percent elongation, 
and strain-hardening modulus were determined from three tension cou~·. 
pons cut from· each location with two locations chos·en for each member. 
--- . ____ ..:._ ____ :_ 
.. 
- .... ,-.- ., __ _,.,,. ... ~ •' .... ,...._,....., -,...-- ~-;- -~- . ' ~ 
Orie specimen wa·s cut from the edge of each flange and one at the 
- - - ·.--·- .. ·- ~. _· "'-·-.. ~--__.._...,._ ... ~-· ...... -
,, 
centerline of the web. A mumerical average for each of the four~prop-
erties was determined for the web and flange separately from each mem-
"' . · ber. Based upon these average values for the web and flanges separ-
ately, a t'"1eighted average tias det~rmined and listed in Table l fot\ . 
·"' each member o For the columns~ the four properties 't"-1ere weighted ac-
cording to the area of the flanges and web. For the beams, the four 
, . 
.; . 
' •, f 
•• 
- - ---~;;;.----=- -
. . -· ·r - ·. . . . 









'' -.,.._. ~ 
. ..! 
,· .. , ,,., ... , .•.. ,----,--,---•--, .... ·-·· 
. ~2s 
of the flanges and web. 
The average yie_ld stress of all beam members ranges from 33098 to 
38.09 ksi, while the range for al.1 column sections is from. 28091 to 
31.47 ksi. The standard deviation for the column cr is 1.03 ksi, 
. y 
which is 3. 4 percent of the average a of 30. 09 ksi, and the standard . y 
deviation for the beam cr . ·is 1.42 ksi, which is 4.0 pe~cent of the av-
. y . 
erage a of 35.85 ksi. These deviations are considered to be small y 
but do not seem to improve for the columns which were rolled from the 
same heat. 
i: . .. 
4.2 Cross-Sectional Measurements 
The cross sections were measured at each strain gage locati~n on 
, the main test specimens using a micrometer and vernier calipers. The 
average values ~long the length appear in Table 2, along with the hand-
' ' 
book valqes .,; :·~ -Average values for each dimension were taken for th~ 
• ' 4 • 
·section as a whole. These average dimensions were then u$ed to·deter-
mine the area, A, the moment of inertia, I, and the plastic section· X 
. 
modulus, Z, of each section. 
X . . 
Comparison with the handbook values of 
the section properties shows that there were no significant differ-
.,... ences between the measured and handbook values. 
' ' 
~ ",~, . - \: '. 
. ' ;~ ·- ·_:. ,'·:~., ·-
' . ' 
'..: '.' ... ·,: ': ,- ' . ' . ,._,, ·-;~:- . _ __ __ _ __ · __________ -_ --4.3 . Stub Co.lumn Tes ts--~ --. -~":.~ ·" 
1 
. ' 
·•· •• •· '-'·- ., - ,,_ ._• • e••- ' 
One 27 in. stub column was cut from the ·:test· steel for each of 
- ·'I.,, 
·the four columns and its ends milled square. The value of P was de-y 












which would be applied to the columns during the tests. The values of 
<\• 
P are sl'lo'tm in Table 2 along v1ith values of M o · All the M values y p p 
were· calculated from the cross-sectional measurements and .the results 
of the tension\.tests. 
4.4 Residual Stress Determination Ci-· •• 
-' 
.. . 




stress distribution in each of the four test columns. Two typical 
patterns are shown in Fig. 18. The difference between the two pat-
terns is quite marked, as is the difference between these patterns and .. f.. •• 
the one that was used to develop the curves in Ref. 6, which were used 
to design the tes.t specimens. The two straight line distribution pat-
terns shown in Fig. 18 were assumed for ease of computer programming 
in d.eveloping the -theoretical M-9 curves to be discussed in Chapter 6. 
!· 
,.., . 
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5. EXPERIMENTAL BEHAVIOR OF SUBASSEMBLAGES 





The data that were used for the initial design of the subassem-
b lages have been given in Figs. 5 and 6, but these data needed to be 
revised according to the results of the control tests. The revised. 
~- . - . 'o,.;. '. •. • 
,. 
data are listed in Figs. 19 and 20. The procedure for developing 
these d~ta was very similar to the prelim1:,p.ary deslgn excep.t that the 
size of the members had already been chosen. 
The yierld stress of the columns was in all cases lower than what 
was specified, but the yield stress of the beams was close to the 
specified value. Therefore, it was necessary to reduce the axial load, 
F, in order to increase the moment ~arryi11g -capacity of the columns 
-- . 
·and ensure balanced desigµ. To ac~omplish this, the moment carrying 
capacity of each joint was calculated for severai trial values of F. 
( 
'' ' In these calculations, the measured mechanical and cross-sectional 
pr:operties were 'used, but the required M-9 curves we~e still those 
- . 
. ·----. -·•-'+o-;,I\·---- _... ·~- .. 
- ·-·----~---"·. -· '·;!;::i....··· ··-·· .;_. .. -.-· . 
;_;.. . _ ..... 
given in Ref. 6, which were prepared for a specific pattern of resid-
..... 
ft 
ual stress distribution. The particular F value~which.resulted in a 
f 
·~-· - - . -~-------------· ---- -
- ------ --·-·-·--------------------- •- -- - --- -- . -----· ···-··---------------··------ ------ ---- -· 
"' 




---- ------.--,~------.--· -. ,-·-·-· 
* The residual stress distribution assumed had a maximum compres-
sive stress at the flange tips of Oo3 times the yield stress of the ma-
teria,lo A detailed description of· this particular pattern can be 
found in Refo 14e ~ 
' 
! I~- I ' 
; .. I ' _p 
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, . :.__.-. ·-- ·.-{'Y 
f -
·., 
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set oJ Mu and Mt values that would just balance (or nearly so) the 
maximum applied moments at the joints -v1a.s then selected for the test.· 
For the single curvature subassemblages, SC-1 and sc:...2, the criterion 
. for_ balanced design included the effect of strain-hardening and is ex-
. 
. 
pressed by Eq. 1 •. For the first double curvature subassemblage, DC-1, 
the effect .. of strain-hardening was not included, - and the design cri-
terion was that given by Eq. 2. In.the second double curvature sub-
assemblage, · DC-2, strain-hardening was -considered, . and the design crfJ. ·-····;···-""· 
i !·. -· . 
terion 9,f Eq. 1 was used. This was done to study the possible 
influence of strain-hardening in the double curvature columns.· The 




tables in Figs.- 19 and 20. The corresponding values of Mu ·and Ml are 
. 
also given in the tables (upper row in SC-1 and SC-2). 
The values listed for the axial load, F, applied to the column 
appear to be inconsistent with wha~ is normally expected. Test SC-2 
should be able to .sustain a larger F than SC-1 and still maintain the 
s·ame moment carrying capacity at its joints because its ,columns are 
C 
. . . . 
shorter. But this is not true for these tests because of a difference 
in yield stress levels. The difference in yield stress levels caused 
more of a change in F from·SC-2 to SC-1 than did the slight increase 
, \ 
\ 
·-· ,_ __ ,,f _____ .:... ........ · .... : ... -· 
' . 
in the moment capacity because of the reduced column height. 
- ~-'---· -.-,.- -- --.· '·_' _, · ... ·-~ ... ': ... ··.;_:__ ··-. 
I 
After the tests had been completed, the moment carrying capacity 
of the joints was, analyzed again by using the more exact M~Q curves 
developed for the measured .residual stress di.stribution (linearized ap~~--
proximation shown in Figo 18)o The results of this analysis showed 
r 
that the columns in the single curvature subassemblages had less 
.... 
. 
' . ,, _ .... , .... 
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· moment capacity than that predicted previously. The moment capacities 
detennined from this analysis for SC-1 and SC-2 are listed in the 
lower. ro-cq for Mu and M ..e in Fig. 19. These results are used as the ba-
sis of· ... comparison with the test results. 1., 
'. 
' The analysis also showed that the moment carrying capacity of the 
.. 
double curvature columns was not affected by a change of the residual. 
stress distribution. The columns. could.carry a maximum moment equal 
. 
to the. plastic moment, M • Instability effect usually plays a minor 
. pc 
role in double cu·rvature· columns. Only a single set of Mu a~d Mt is 
. """ - ... 
given in Fig. 20 for ea.~h test·. 
, .... ·a,.. .. -
.. 
There was little change in c~9s·s-sectional dimensions from the · 
· va·lues which were listed in the handbook. Therefore, there was only. a 
slight change in h/r f:rom the one chosen in the preliminary des_ign. 
X 
This slight change.also indicates that the changes in design para-
. . 
·. ~. meters from the preliminary ones were due mainly to ·the change in 
yield stress level. 
, . 
-.. ' 1' ; -
• 
'. ·"· -~-- .. -·-•~·--·--·----.:..., ... _ ...... ___ •-'•-,., ........... ,-·. ,.- .... 
. . ,-.---------···-~·-··-~- ---.,. .. ~-.·- , __ , . - '. ·-· .~ ... ~ -- ... _,.,:.,_,,p..__ ... ...,;.., ___ ' .. :.-~ ... -,-- ...... --~·-··; ~: .. .,. ...... ,,,._ ... -,.·:---·---·---~-- --- ' 
I 
5.2 Experimental Behavior 
' 
Figures 21 through 24 present_. the joint moment -'!"~rsµs joint ·ro~ 
tion, M-9., curves .for the four tests. Each figure describes separ-
. . 
ately the behavior of the upper and lower joints of a. particular sub-
assemblageo In each experimental curve, the points are labeled with 
numbers. that correspond to the load increments in the test Q The fol-
1·owing ,··load /[t.Uinbers were assigned. to the' first increment of axial load 
in the four tests: SC-1, No. l; SC-2, No. l; DC-1, No. 37; DC-2, 
' - - .. '.~' 
I ,.·\._:, ' 
. • ..... .'t,.··' 
~·- •• /ff. - .. • 
r 
'···· 
- * .. ·"•···· ,---·-·-·---·---····-----·- ·-···-··------· -· -· ,. 
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• 
No. 27. Numbers 1. through 36 in DC-J and 1 through 26 in DC-2 corre-
spond to v1elding and alignment readings. 
All the plotted points on the curves represent static equilibrium 
. · positions of all members of the subassemblage. These curves are pre-
- sented here to help describe the behavior of the test specimens under 
gradually increasing load. A detailed comparison of experimental and 
theoretical results will be given in Chapter 6 • 
• 
... . 
In each test nine initial -load increments are not plotted on the 
experimental curves. These ·points correspond to the addition of axial 
load on the column and should not involve any increase in- moment or ro-
I 
tation at the joint. But, because of column shortening, a small mo-
ment and joint · rotation were observed during the appiication of the 
~ial load. Therefore, the last column load (No. 10 for SC-1 and 
SC-2, No. 46 for DC~l~ and No. 36 for DC-2) is shown on the graphs as 
the accumulation of all the moments and rotations __ up. to that time. 
I!,_' .• 
Test SC-1. This was the first of the single curvature subassem-
_blages tested. First yielding was noticed on the _flange tips of the 
columns near the j·oints at F = 280ckips before the full axial load of 




there was high residual ~stress resulting_ either from th~.,f.~brication 
. . 
or the cooling process. - As the beam load was applied (Load Noo 13), 
yield lines s~arted to spread in the middle column on the flange that 
I r·., 
took in~reased compression .. due to bendingo At Load Noo 15 yielding 
began in the top column~ and at Load Noe 19 yielding began in the bot-
.l' 
tom column, all occurring in the compression flangeso First yielding 
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F = 8.7 kips (Load No. 20). The maximum loads that the beams could 
.u 
sustain were 14o4 kips and 15.7 kips for the upper and lower beams re-
spectively at Load Noo 29. Additional beam deflection was produced at 
Load Nos. 30 and 31, but no increase in load was observed. At this 
.. -.. 
point the beams were assumed to have·failed. Increased axial load was 
then applied to the columns by the testing machine while attempting to 
maintain the beam loads. The columns could sustain no more load at 
·, 
I,,, 
...:. .• . ' - -~ .,,. .... ~-. . 
~ .. . .,, .... '•' 
-Load No •. 33 with F = 491 kips • 
.. -··:,The dashed porti_~n of the experimenta:·~- curves in Fig. 21 corre-
sponds to this increase in axial load. Since the column load was in-
creased,· the maximum moment that each joint could take was decreased:. 
Th~ this decrease in moment is not the µormal unloading portion of an 
M-Q curve that would have occurred if the previous loading procedure 
had been continued. 
Figure 25a shows_· a photograph of a failed single curvature speci-
men. The center columns were bent in single curvature as can be noted . 
. __ . ___ .. _, ____ -.more clearly in the longitudinal view shown in._Fig. 25b. The hinges. 
that formed in the beams are indicated by exploded vi~ws in Fig. _25a. 
.. , .. 
.... 
.. 
The location of these hinges and their relationship with the .beams and 
-
-' 
columns ~re indicated. " - ·-··~ . -· ·-··· ···~-·-· -~-----· --~---· ·· . ......::.....:...;..:..~ ..... ...;..- ..... ~:~- _· .. ;. -
.. '\. - .... ---· ·. - '..: ____ ~--.·-· ·-
( ' . ' 
..... 
Test SC-2. The general behavior of this test was similar to that 
· of the first. First yielding was noticed on the flange tips of th~ 
columns in the vicinity of the joints at F = 280 kips. As the beam 
loads were applied, yielding progressed throughout the columns. At 
' ' 
-----.... ---·------. ~---·· -. -------'-·:toad N9. 13 yield lines started to spread in ·the center portion of the 
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and at Load No. 18 the ·1ower column also began to yield. All yielding 
occurred in the compression flanges. 
First yielding in the beams occurred at the load points farther 
• 
from the columD:s at F = 10.5 kips (Load No. 19). The maximum.loads u 
O 
that the beams could sustain were 14.3 kips for the upper beams at 
·Load No. 27 and 16.8 kips for the lower beam at Load No. 28. Although 
the beam loads were applied pro_portionally, the two beams did not fail '· 
. 
simultaneously. Therefore, the load was maintained in the upp~r beam..· 
· while ··the necessary additional load was applied to the lower beam to 
cause failure. As increased loading was attempted for Load No. 29, 
the only result was increased deflection. This was the indication 
that the beams had failed. 
Figure 26 show& a plot .. ~of the deflections. of the subassemblage . 
for a load before the.beam capacity was reached, at the beam capacity, 
and just after the beam capacity was reached. The beams deflected 
... 
con~inuously at the maximum load, while the column remained statiqnary ... 
The deflected shapes of the· columns are almost the same for the three 
load increments (only one is plotted). This shows that failure actu-
ally did occur in the beams at_ the· load increment mentioned and that · 
. .:-. 
the. column had not failed.: ,\''" - -- ·-- '"-~,--~-,--------- -~--- . ..... -----
Additional axial load was applied to the column during Load No. 
30 until the total axial forc·e reached 470 kips,. but this load could 
not be maintained in static equilibrium, and the load dropped back to 
453 kips. Thus, at the time of beam faiiure, the column was so close 
_ _ ___ __: __________________ , __ . to failure that even a siight. increase_ in axial load could not be s"ti-s·~----












cracked slightly, and the test had to be halted. The results obtained 
... 
from this phase of the test are given as the dashed portion of the ex-
perimental curves in Fig. 22. 
Test DC-1. This was the first of the double -curvature subasseni-
b-lages tested. Column yielding was· first· noticed at F = 350 kips in 
the flange tips near the joints. The application of -the beam loads 
,. . ,. 
caused -a1·1 three columns to yield at the same time (Load llo. 55) in 
( 
,1-,1 I •·· 
the compression flanges.' Beam first yielding occurred at F = 15.0 
u 
kii>s (Load No. 56). The maximum loads that the beams could sustain 
were 21.2 kips for the upper beam at Load No. 62 and 17.5 kips for the 
· lower beam at Load No. 61. One significant difference between this· 
. . 
. 
and the single curvature tests is that the beam load was maintained 
over a longer period. The beam loads stayed almost unchanged from 
Load No. 61 through 65. 
i., ... - -
. ' . - , ·.~· 
.. 
-- ~- ' .. ··- .. _ ..... -~--:·· -~ 
' .. .. . -· ·-· 
Deflections of the beams and columns were plotted for three load 
points near the maximum load of the beams. These plots.are shown in 
Fig. 27. It is obvious from an in.spection of tltese deflections that 
the failure occurred fir·st in ·the beams. 
, . 
From Load Nos. 64 to 65, the column load was gradually increased. 
I ~ ,·· )::-.:. ' 
·. · , · . · · · Th · · 1 d th t the 1 ld take h · le t · 11 · t · · ~<-, -----'--· __ . __ .. . e .maximum oa a co umns c.ou · ·· w 1 . s · 1 main a1n1.ng 
I/ the beam loads was 450 kips. This was a reserve strength of 8 kips 
over the test load of 442.kips. 
For Load Nos., 66 and 67, the beam loads were purpose1y reduced;··--·- ·······-···----------·---.. 
and the column load could then be raised to 470 kips. This was done 
.. 
study -how a subas_semblage would eventually fail tinder successive·-~·-·- .--
. ' .. '< ., \.. 








' increase of axial load. At Load No. 66 the'-column load reached 460 
kips, but since the moment at the joint had already reached maximum, · · 
. -
.. 
an increase in axial load could not be attained without a correspond-
ing decrease in applied moment. , Thus, the beam loads had to be 
lowered~· The column load was raised again to 470 kips at Load No. 67, 
and the beam loads had to be further reduced. The dashed portion of 
. the experimental curves in Fig. 23 reflects these changes iii axial 
load with corresponding decreases in applied moment. This should not 
be compared with the normal unloading portion of an M-9 curve which 
assumes a constant axial force • 
,'• Figure 28 shows a plot of'the deflection of the middle column. 
The three load increments listed are near the peak of the M-9 curve 
·shown in Fig. 23 •. By following the. deflection ·plots, it can be seen 
that the double curvature shape was maintained throughout the critical 
portion of the test. Unwinding therefore did not occur in this test. 4· 
The failed test specimen is shown in Fig. 29a; The photograph of 
< 




the middle column where bending nioment was maximum. The hinges that .. 
formed in the beams are pictured tin enlarged photograp~s in their 
--~-------·--~--~:_- ... ~_: ____ ·proper locations. The longitudinal view of th~»-column in Fig. 29b :.·····-- . 
. . ., 
shows more clearly the double curvature shape that the column assumed 
at failure. 
· ,----·---:---~- ·'---~,.:...~----·-_ --~-· ---Test nc..:..2~- this test was simila·r to the first double curvature 
subassemblage. Column yielding was first noticed at F = 300 kips in 
., 
----· ------- the flange tips near the joints. .. At Load No. 43, under the influence 
; of beam loads, yielding in the compression.flange connnenced in ·the 
• ,j . • --~ ' 
.. 
.. 
· .. · ', 
... 
.,, 
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· lower -·half of the middle column. The top half of the middle column 
and the upper and lower columns began yielding in the compression 
flange at Load No. 45. First beam yielding occurred at-Fu= 10.0 kips, 






'., ,,. • ' 
. 19. 6 kips . for the upper beaIJ1 (Load No. 53) and 17. 0 kips for the lower .... , ... 
. 11 
beam (Load No. 52). The beam loads remained almost unchanged for·Load 
Nos. 52 .. through 59. Column load was increased during Load Nos. 58 and 
59 until it reached 483 kips. This was 19 kips over the test load of 
, 
464 kips. The dashed portion of the experimental curves in Fig. 24 
. ,p'; /}, '~ 
shows the results obtained during the applicat;ion of increa~ing axial 
load. 
· For all tests equilibrium was obtained very- .. quickly in the elas-
.,J r • ~-' ... • f 
tic range and before the maximum moment was reached. But after this · 
point, it took more time t9 achieve·a static 4 equilibrium position. 
Ini~ial loading of the structure was mainly elastic, but as sections 
- . began to reach yield, a redistribution of moments occurred. Stability 
of the beams, columns, and loads (all non-varying paramet~rs) was used 
. 
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6. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. WITH THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS 
As described in Chapter.3, during each test sufficient readings 
were taken to permit the .dt!termination of all the applied loads, the 
bending moments in the beams and at the joints, and the resulting de-
-~ . 
formations. including beam .deflections, column deflections, and joint· 
rotations. With this information, it "'is possible to compare the ex- -
,,, 
perimentally observed behavior with theoretical predictions. In this 
chapter, the behavior of the beams will be examined with respect to 
the loads carried, and the behavior of the columns will be examined 
with reference to the moment-rotation relationships of the upper and 
(1., .. 
lower joints. 
. " . 
-. 
6.1 Maximum Loads Carried by Beams 
' . 
Two items are of intere$t when studying the behavior of ~he beams: 
-~ _ ,_,.1) the load at which the beam faile~ compared to the theore~ical fail-
ure load based upon simple plastic theory; and 2) the moment that was 
_,- •· . ., ·-·- .-· ---
delivered· t.o the joint by .the beam at the time of beam failure. The 
i ~ 
i . 
latter will be discuss.ed in Art. 6.2. 
• • ...J 
-- . ··~ 
...... ,,,~·- ... 
. ~··- ,'' . '. -
-
. . 
The theoretical fa.ilure loads. of the. beams were computed accord- .. -·-.·--·-! .. ·. 
ing to simple plastic theory for the failure mechanism described in 
·Chapter 5. The results.·have been presented in the tables in Figs.19 
and 200 Strain~hardening was not considered in the calculation~, nor 
was the effect of shear force existing at the plastic hinge location • 
























The experimental and theoretica·l failur·e loads· with the corresponding 
differences are as follows: 
. SC~l. 
DC-1· 
• • I 
Upper Beam 
Lower Beam 








Load . {kips,) ,- ·- _ Load (~ips) · .. 
·13. 7 .. 
































Because of the effect of strain-har·dening, the experimentally ob-
. 
served loads are h_igher than the. theoretical loads (except in DC-2). 
For· the four tests, the' average discrepancy is about- 8.4 percent. 
t 
·-
·. - 6. 2 Moment versus Rotation (M-Q) Relationships of Joints 
. . 
~' .. -...... 
-. - ~-- -- - --· 
. '. ~ 
!, .. •t-- . • ),~. 
\ Development of Theoretical M-Q Relationships. To develop _the 
·· theoretical M-Q rel~tionship of a joint, it. is first necessary to con-
-,~~--.. ·<·-· ·-········ -·-·struct the M-9 relationships of the individual c·olu~s meeting at the 
joint. The M-Q curves of the columris can then be constructed by apply-
ing the Column Deflection Curve (CDC) Concept, the details·of which 
,., 
are discussed fully in Ref •. 32. . In developing the M-Q ·curves for -the . 
columns in a single curvature subassemblage, the middle column was as-
sumed to be bent·in a symmetrical configuration by equal end moments 
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.. 
double curvature subassemb'l'age was assumed to be bent in an antisym- .. 
metrical configuration by equal end moments but acting in the srune di-
rection. Furthermore, the axial loads in the columns were assumed to 
be constant (not to vary with_the applied moment) and equal to the ax-
,.,,.. 
. --···· . 




were not completely fulfilled in the tests. The moments at the ends 
' --
of the middle column were not exactly equal because the moments- ap-
plied by the beams to the ·'two joints were not equal. .Also, the axial 
· loads in the middle and lower columns were not constant. They -in-
creased slightly as the beam loads increased. These deviations, how-
. ever, are believed to have only minor effects on the overall predic- . 
tions. The same assumptions were also made in the development of the 
design methods in Chapter 1. 
The theoretical M-Q curves for ·the columns were prepared through 
I 
.if 
the· use of a computer program that con'sisted of three parts: ( first, 
it developed the moment-thrust-curvature (M-P-~) curve; second, it 
generated the necessary CDCs; and third, it selected.an appropriate 
portion of each CDC, from which a pair of moment and rotation values 
. ' 
were obtained. ·The resulting M-9 curves·were then addeq graphicaily 
·'· ,· 
to obtain the M-Q curve for the joint using the procedure illustrated 
:.· .. -" .. ·--·--·==----·.c.-,·-~·-1n Figs. -- 2 and 3 •. cFor the purpose of co~parison, the maximum moment 
r:' 
"--. - _-. --·-------~ -------.-<- -.-----.... _-. -- - • ' 
' .. 
which could be expected to be delivered to the joint was superimposed 
-· on the joint M-9 curve. This resulted in the expected ·behavior of 
that particular joint in a subassemblage. The theoretical joint M-9 
... - -·~-· .. , ,' ,., ' . 
cu.rves of the four subassemblages are shown as the dashed lines · in 
,1 
Figs. 21 through 24. 
... ....._' 
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In developing the predicted M-Q curves ·of the various joints, the 
· measured mechanical and cross-sectional properties and residual stress 
,,., 
distribution as d·escribed in Chapter 4 were used. It was found that 
the resulting curves depend significantly on these properties. Figure. 
, I 
30 shows three theoretical M-Q curves (dashed curves) of the upper 
. . 
Joint in Subassemblage SC-1. The top curve was determined directly 
I -
from the curves presented. in Ref-. 6 with a linear interpolation to. de-
' 
termine the correct curve for the chosen P/P value and with the other y 
necessary mechanical and cross-sectional properties taken from the 
·· handbook. The second curv~ also utilizes the curves in Ref. 6, but 
the ·mechanical and c·ross-sectional properties used were thqse actually 
measured from· the test specimen. The .third curve was generated from 
the computer program using the measured cross-sectional dimensions and 
properties. A comparison of the second and third curves shows the ef-
fect of variation in residual stress distribution on the joint M-9 
curves. The second,.eurve was based on the triangular residual stress 
pattern-· as described in Chapter 5. The third curve was based on the 
linearized approximation of the measured re~idual s:tress · distribution 
.,. . 
. \ ' 
I 
shown in Fig. 18. This distribution is quite similar to the former 
one except that it has more compressive area and less tensile area. 
i3ut, even with this 'slight change,· there is a marked change in the re-
· .... 
· sulting M-Q curve. 
\ 
Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental M-Q Relationships. In 
Figs. 21 through 24 the M-Q curves obtained from the four experiments 
are compared with the theoretically predicted M-Q curves. The moment 
plotted on the experimental curve is always the moment transmitted 
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usually signifies the failure of the beam and not of the columns. 
' This is because in all the tes-t:s the beams failed before the columns. 
In SC-2 failure also occurred first ih the beams, but this· failure oc-
curred nearly simultaneously with the failure of the colulilils. As ex-
plained in Chaptl~r .5, in all the tests, attempts were made to apply 
additional axial loads to the columns after the beams had reached 
their maximum loads. It was found that the .columns in SC-2 fai-led to 
. '
support any significant-increase in axial load. The results obtained· 
during the application of additional axial loads are shown as dot-
d~shed curves in Figs. 21 through 24. It is_ emphasized that these re-
sults should not be compared with the theoretical predictions which 
were made for the case of constant axial force. -
. 
" For the single curvature subassemblages, SC-1 and SC-2, the max-· 
·imum moments applied by _the beams to the joints were greater than 
those predicted by assuming ideal plastic hinges forming at the face 
of the columns (with the.,__exception of the upper joint in SC-1). These 
moments are in close agreement with. the predicted values including a 
l~ __ percent · increase of the plastic moment due to strain-h~_;;-_dening. 
Because of the strain-hardening effect of the hinges 
the beams were able to carry loads higher than those predicted by 






Since .the· columns in the two single curvature subassemblages were 
. " . . . 
designed to include the 10 percent increase in the applj.ed moment, no 
failure occurred in.the columns prior to the ·failure in the beams. 
Therefore, the experimental·M-Q curves can be compared with the theo-
retical curves up to the point o·f maximum moment. Fig_ures 21 and 22 
I , ,_ 
.. 
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show tl1at the experimental curves agree reasonably well with the theo- · 
retical predictions, although there is a noticeable difference in the 
slope of the two sets of curveso The joints tended to rotate more 
than predicted. This is probably due to the presence of "1elding resid-
ual moment (as described in Chapt;er 3), high local stresses, and also 
' the various approximations·made in developing the theoretical curves. 
" 
~ . 
The· descriptioqs presented above for the sin.:gle curvature subas~ . 
-semblages hold true also for .the .. double curvature. sub_assemblages. As 
mentioned i~ Chapter 5, ~-. different criterion wa_s used in selecting 
the axial load, F, for each of the two double curvature tests. In 
... .. . Subassemblage DC-1, the axial load was selected in such a way that at 
each joint J:he resisting moment provided by the columns would be just 
sufficient to balance a beam moment computed from Eq. 2 (strain-
hardening effect excluded). Theoretically, this would have prevented 
strain-hardening from taking place at·the plastic hinges. The results 
. . 
presented in Fig. 23 indicat~ that no strain-hardening occurred in the 
lower beam. ·The upp~r beam, however, was able to transmit a moment 
--. 
even higher than that computed. from Eq •. 1 (including 10 percent in-
··~--.,.·-··---~----~----·-······"··· ----· ·- ~--- - . ---·- ·--··- - -.--.- ------ ___________ .... _ -·--· ---·----------- ---·-----.. ---·-- ··--··---·-- ··-----~·-·-·---.... ,.-·-··""---~ 
- ,.. •• , •. ---1 .• ' ...... :.~ ..... !.-. 
' .,_ 
-~' 
crease in.the plastic moment). This result indicates that it is also 
\l 
possible for the columns in a double ~urvature subassemblage to strain-
hardert. No theory is available for analyzing beam-columns with sig-
... · nificant strain-hardetJ,ing. 
; ·i ·-
In Subassemblage DC-2, -it was decided to adjust the axial load so 
that the resisting moment at each joint would be sufficient to balance 
,. ,, 
"<,, _,,,.tc . 
'\ 
a maximum moment computed according to Eq. ·1. In this test, the .ex-
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agreement with the pr~dicted values which included 10 percent increase 
in the plastic moment (Figo 24)o The column carried considerably more 
axial load near the end of the test, while maintaining sufficient mo-
ment capacity to prevent the beam loads from dropping. This is an-
other indication of the poss~bility of strain-har.dening in double cur-.· 
vature columns. 
As in the single curvature subassemblage,· there was close agree-
ment between the predicted M-9 curves and the experimentally observed 
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Tests were conducted on four non-sway· subassemblages--two with 





only difference ~etween the two tests pf each type of subassem.blage 
was the slenderness ratio of the columns (35 for one test and 30 for 
the other). All columns were ·braced to prevent movement out of the 
· · plane of bending.· Axial force in the columns varied from about 75 
percent to 85 percent of the axial yield load. 
Beams were designed to withstand the plastic mechanism load, and 
the columns were proportioned to resist t~e applied moment .. '.while -sub-
j ected to high axial load. The design was balanced, since failure in 
• 
both beagis was expected to occur simultaneously, and immediat~ly there-
after failure of the joint was expected. The ultimate strength and 
-------load ... deformation behavior of th_e component members and of the subas-
. - . . ' . . . . --r--- .--,.______'.';.-.:: -- ~ 
semblages as a whole were investigat~d. 
The main purpose of this investigation was to study the response 
·-;_... . 
of interior and exterior subassemblages and to provide experimental 
confirmation of the design concept for, the case involving braced col-· 
· umns. 
1. The behavior and strength of the in a structural sub-
assemblage can be closely predicted by a theory which recog-
. nizes the effects of instability, spread·· of yielding, · and 
" 







































residual stresses and appropriate end conditions (such as the 
. ·-
ratio between the applied moments, end restraints, etc.). 
With proper lateral }>racing, columns can sustain high axial· 
loads. (0.75-0.85,P) while resisting their maximum moments. y ' - - ' 
- ··--- · ···J. · The moment-rotation relationship and the maximum capacity of 
a joint can be predicted by graphically combining the moment-
l -
rotation relationships of both the columns meeting at the· 
joint. 
4. The maximum moment that can be app-lied by .-a beam to the ad-
jacent columns often exceeds the full plastic moment. If 
this effect is included in the design calculations, the re-
sult would be a slight decrease in beam size but with a cor-
responding increase in column size. 
-5. -- Columns designed according to the procedure developed in Ref. 
5 seem to have reserve capacity for resisting additional 
···-. -----· .............. ,-.---~ _______ .,.._., _____ -- --.-- ------
axial load • 
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' 
6. Columns subjected to bendi,ng mome~ts causing double curvature 
-'--'"--- ..... 
deformation tend to strain-harden in a manner similar to 
. ' ' 
•.•' ~.,'~;_~ ... ,.~-·- ··:C ._ ' C :~ 
,. b d d . 4o Th. lt . . eams un er moment gra 1ent. , is resu s 1n an increase 
in the moment carrying capacity. 
7. Unwinding is not likely to occur in double curvature columns 
' 
with slenderness ratios less than 35 and axial load ratios 
. ' 
less than 0.8. I• 
' ' . 
t ' 
' ' I 
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8. The beam arid column loads that can be resisted by • a given 
subassemblage can be predicted by the theory uppn which the 
design procedure 
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9. NOTATION 




















area of cross section; 
flange width; 
depth, subscript c refers to column; 
modulus of elasticity of steel (29,500 ksi); 
.. 
strain-hardening modulus; 
vertical load applied to top column; 
lower beam load; 
upper beam load; 
story height (column length);. 
. I -~ 
moment of inertia about major axis; 
•.,.C:-·•· 
- . . •: 
·-47 
= · length of lower beam; · . . . .· ·. . -~~-----···.--· 





M , = 
M 
. j -
length of upper beam_; 
bending moment; 
moment applied to joint· by b_eam; 
..... _,,., 
. . 
-..,..., . .,,. ~ 
. ' . . . . 
, I , 
...... 
- ·- -~ ----·--------.' ·-:·-- ... ,..,. 
. . ' •· 
',~ .. / ...... :-, ~ 
.-.-- - -- ------ - -
=--,,--,=,-=-
















maximum resisting moment of lower joint; 
maximum resisting moment of upper joint; 
- . -·-·- _, --·~ ..... ..:; ... : .. -: .. .:, ____ --~-: ·:-'"·•·- .. ,:"~"'"--~:-........ ~'-'"-"'"~.~--:· -.~::.~ , ........ --:~--~ .. :~~;,,- ...... -.,, .... ,,..~-.-,...:. ____ ..,..__·;.: 
plasti~moment capacity of cross section; 
reduced plastic moment capacity considering axial load; 
axial force in column; .·,,•; 
axial yield. load of cross section; 
-· 
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axis arid minqr axis, respectively; 
flange thickness; 
shear applied to joint by beam; 
·web'thicknes$; 
distributed dead load per unit length; 
...... 
distributed live load per unit length; 





static yield stress. 
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TABLE l. Sm,n.1ARY OF-TENSION- TESTS· 
. 
-Static Strain-
Yield Ultimate .,.,I· - · __ Elonga- Hardening 
Stress, Stress . tion Modulus,-
. . 
(8 in.) ay, • au, • Est, • in in in 
I Section ksi .. ksi Per Cent ksi 




8WF67 31.47 63.2 31·.1 855 
' 
10B17 35.48 56.3 28.9 216 
. "' 
8Bl5 38.09 63.3 25.1 206 
8WF67 28091 61 .. 2 30.4 739 
... 
10B17 33098 57.3 29.7 178 
8Bl5 37.38 62.1 27.7 203 
-
. 
8WF67 .. 29.32 60·. 5 31. 2 895 
10I25.4 34012 62o3 29.1 243 
8WF24 36057 62.6 . 2808 284 
8WF67 30.67 64o0 3Qo7 714 
· 10125.4 34. 70 6406 26.8 238 
8WF24 36.44 63 .. 4 28.8 462 
.. 
··--•·-··-···-· ---·- ... : .. _,:_:. __ · ........ :..: ....... _·-;----·- ----·-··-·-· ·_· -;" . 
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Number Width, 









































Flange · Web .. about Plastic Axial 
. 
Thick- Thick- x-x Section Plastic Yield 
' Depth, ness, ness, Area Axis· Modµlus .. ,Moment, Load, J 
d, in t, in in A, in Ix, Zx, Mp, in Py, in w, 
.. 
in in. 4 3 ' ' in. in. in. in.2 in.in. Kip-in. Kips 
(5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) 
9.03 0.912 0.578 19.30 268.6 69.0 2169.6 615.8 
". 9.00 0.933 0.575 19. 70 271.8 70.l 2523.6 709.2 . ,J. ' 
10.03 0.330 0.248 4.93 78.3 18. l 641.7 -----10.12 0.329 0.240 4.98 81.8 18.6 669.6 
-----
8.09 0.312 0.240 4.32 46.5 13 .2 501.1 
-----
.. 
8.12 0.314 0.245 4.43 48.0 13.6 489.6 
-----
9.05 0.911 0.573 19.26 268.7· 69.0 1980.9 577.5 9.00 0.933 0.575 19.70 271.8 70.1 2523.6 709.2 
10.05 0.327 0.250 4.93 78.2 18.1 613.7 
-----10 .12 0.329 0.240 4.98 81.8 18.6 669.6 
-----8.07 0 .311 0. 238 · 4.27 45.7 13.0 485.1 
-----
' 8.12 0.314 0.245 4.43 48.0 13.6 489.6 
-----
9.05 0. 913 0.573 19.29 269.9 69.1 2010.0 584.3 9.00 0.933 0. 575 19.70 271.8 70.1 2523.6 709.2 
10.00 0.469 0.307 8.69 119.9 27.3 940.0 
-----10.00 0.491 0.310 7.38 122.1 28.0 1008.0 
-----
7.95 0.381 0.235 6.64 78.2 21.8 795.7 
-----7.93 0.398 0.245 7 .06 82.5 23.1 831.6 
-----
9.07 o. 915 0.568 19 .39 272.7 69.7 2124.8 612.9 
9.00 0.933 0.575 19. 70 271.8 70.1 2523.6 709.2 
10.00 0.456 0.300 8.48 117. 3 26.9 938.2 "-'' er •--':..... ..ap I 10.00 0.491 0.310 7.38 122.1 28.0 1008.0 
-----
7.96 0.403 0.244 7.00 82.5 23.0 805.2 
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Fig. 5 Preliminary Design Data of Single Curvature Subassemblages 
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Fig·~ 7 Specimen 
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